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Akshay Kumar), a rich and capable Indian agent, who has dependably considered himself to be a Kuwaiti, instead of an Indian, understands that he no more wields any impact on the Iraqis, and that he and his family are in as much peril as any other individual. Ranjit unconsciously turns into the man who each of the 1,70,000 Indians gaze upward to
for getting them out securely from Kuwait. Carrier is the tale of Indians stranded in Kuwait amid this traumatic time. An account of how they, with the assistance of Ranjit Katyal, figured out how to survive the Iraqi attack, and despite seemingly insurmountable opposition traversed the fringe into Amman, Jordan. From Amman, 1,70,000 Indians were
brought home by the biggest and the best clearing ever endeavored by any nation, ever. More than 59 days, the Indian government efficiently flew more than 488 Air India business flights into a battle region to empty every one of the 1,70,000 Indians and securely bring them … Download Airlift 2016 Hindi Movie in 1080p, 720p. This is a Bollywood
Hindi movie and available in 720p & 1080p quality. This is a Drama, History based movie. This movie is released in 2016 in the Hindi language. Click on the Download button below to download this movie. This is the Latest Bluray Print with Hindi audio.Download Airlift 2016 1080p, 720p – Full Hindi MovieMovie Info:Full
Name: AirliftLanguage: HindiRelease Year: 2016Size: 1GB & 2GBQuality: 720p & 1080pFormat: MkvDirector: Raja MenonWriters: Raja MenonStars: Akshay Kumar, Nimrat Kaur, Kumud MishraStoryline:The film opens in Kuwait (Aug 1990) with Indian businessman Ranjit Katiyal clinching a business deal with the Emir of Kuwait. Katiyal is a ruthless
businessman who will go to any lengths to make a profit. He is successful and well connected in Kuwait and Iraq. Katiyal calls himself a Kuwaiti and is generally derisive towards Indians. He has a large and well appointed mansion in Kuwait, he makes a happy home with his wife Amrita and his sweet little daughter Simu.Late that evening he receives
word that Iraq has attacked Kuwait. (He explains that Iraq and Kuwait have had tense relations: Iraq owes a large dollar debt to Kuwait and Saddam has urged the Kuwaiti establishment to reduce oil supply so prices can rise. When Kuwait refused and remained defiant Saddam ordered the attack.) At this point Katiyal believes the attack is one of the
many minor border skirmishes. He asks Amrita to take the child away to London for a few days until things cool down.ScreenShots:Download Airlift (2016) Hindi Movie 720p [1GB]Download LinksDownload Airlift (2016) Hindi Movie 1080p [2GB] Download Links Rating: 7.5135 min Download Airlift movie in Hindi. Movierulz provides the latest and
old movies in Hindi. Here you can easily download Airlift Movie in HD. This is the world’s best website to download any movie in HD and in Hindi. Airlift Movie Download:Full Download Airlift movie in just seconds then you come to the best place. Because we provide the Airlift movie in Hindi with HD quality. After download Airlift movie Hindi, you
will see this take very low space but in HD quality that we used modern technology to reduce the Airlift movie video quality.plotIn 1990, Indian immigrant Ranjit Katal (Akshay Kumar) is a successful Kuwaiti-based businessman who has good relations with officials in Kuwait and Baghdad and builds a happy home with his wife Amrita (Nimrat Kaur)
and their daughter Samu. He calls himself a Kuwaiti and is often sarcastic towards Indians.One night after the celebrations, Ranjit woke up on a friend’s phone to receive a message that talks between Iraq and Kuwait had ended and that the Iraqi army had launched an attack on Kuwait. The next morning, Ranjit learned that Kuwait was now under
Iraqi occupation. Ranjit and Nayyar, their drivers, went out to the Indian embassy in an attempt to evacuate their families and leave Kuwait.Details About the Airlift Movie:Full Name: Airlift Language: Hindi – Eng Size: 350MB | 1GB Quality: 480p | 720p | 1080p Source: WEB-DL Genre: Action and others Format: MKV Subtitle: English Wish a Happy
Birthday to Ben Affleck Chrome users, now you can get Instant Notifications about the latest movies Successfully subscribedFor Mobile users : You will keep getting latest movie updates in your Notifications Drawer. Follow us on social media for latest updatesTelegram - @FzGroup | Instagram - @FzMovie | Twitter - @FzGroupWatch the latest
episodes of Mr. Mercedes - MobileTVshows - TV shows Other movies recommended for youAirlift (in Bollywood Movies) Airlift (2016) - Download Movie for mobile in best quality 3gp and mp4 format. Also stream Airlift on your mobile, tablets and ipadsPlot: When Iraq invades Kuwait in August, 1990, a callous Indian businessman becomes the
spokesperson for more than 150,000 stranded countrymenRuntime: 130 minsRelease Date: 22 Jan 2016Starcast: Akshay Kumar, Nimrat Kaur, Feryna WazheirDirector(s): Raja MenonGenre: Drama, History, Thriller, IMDb: 65960.5IMDb Rating: 8.1/10 (47932 votes)Social: Tweet Trailer:Download Files (click on the format to get the list of files)If you
are unable to proceed to next page from here -> Disable the AdBlock/Data Saver from your browser settings.3gp480p and 720pSubtitlesShow Ad Preferences Preferences saved PopupsPopunders Advt opens in a new tab. You will have to close it before proceeding. Advt opens in background (no closing required) and website opens in new tab. (2X
faster experience) You can use your phone's back button to go to previous pageYou have to use the Blue Back Button at bottom to go to previous page Please note popunder currently works properly only in Chrome and Opera You can change or reset your preferences anytime Hide Stream in HD Download in HD Airlift Full Movie Watch Online
Hitmovies4u , watch Airlift online free download torrent in HD quality Airlift Full Movie Download Free DvDRip Download Airlift in small size single direct link . Airlift 2016 Overview At the point when Iraq attacks Kuwait in August, 1990, an unfeeling Indian businessperson turns into the representative for more than 170,000 stranded countrymen.
Cast & crewUser reviewsTrivia Airlift movie review: Akshay Kumar film is well executed and well-actedOver the years Akshay Kumar's choice of selecting the films has certainly improved with significant examples being Holiday, Baby, Special Chabbis, Gabbar Is Back to name few. Move over commercial masala potboilers with item songs, hero
smashing 10 guys with a single blow and typical song-dance routine – Raja Menon's Airlift will give you goosebumps with fast-paced gritting thrills and excitement. Based on a true story, Airlift speaks about the Ranjit Katyal (played by Akshay Kumar) who helps the Indian Government collaborate with Air India to help evacuate 1,70,000 Indians from
Kuwait after Iraq raided the country. From the director of critical acclaimed films like Bas Yun Hi and Barah Aana, Raja Menon does a fantastic research about the feat that was even recorded in the Guinness Book of World Record and surprisingly people are unaware about it. Airlift will consume you right from the beginning especially when Akshay's
family faces the issue of Iraqi raiding Kuwait. From here onward, there is no turning back as the movie gives you nice twist-n-turns with well- choreographed action scenes. Icing on the cake is the climax scenes which has been well executed. On the flip side, length of the movie could have been reduced little further. But brilliant screenplay, Art
direction and cinematography is spellbinding. Background score gels well with the mood of the film. Dialogues are fine. The music of the film is doing well on the chartbuster. The soulful number such as 'Soch Na Sake' is already a superhit among the viewers. Besides, other tracks are catching up fast as well. It is Akshay Kumar's show all the way. A
thumbs up to him for doing something different from his usual masala potboilers. After giving back-to-back hits in 2015 with Baby, Gabbar Is Back and Singh Is Bliing, Akshay Kumar is definitely on a roll. With Holiday, Baby and now Airlift, Akshay Kumar has managed to create a image of "Mera Bharat Mahaan" actor and fans will love him in new
avatar. The fresh pairing of Akshay Kumar and Nimrat Kaur works well. Nimrat Kaur's realistic subtlety would harness Akshay Kumar's machismo and give us that perfect thriller Overall , Airlift is nail-biting, reality-based action thriller that is going to give you goose bumps. Brilliant 4.5/5See detailed box office info on IMDbProSuggest an edit or add
missing contentBy what name was Airlift (2016) officially released in Canada in English?AnswerYou have no recently viewed pages Your Review User Reviews
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